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A G E N D A  F O R  2 0 2 1

A N N U A L  G E N E R A L

M E E T I N G

Unicamp of Ontario Board, Members, Delegates & Special Guests

Report

Motions for Additional Nominations from the floor

September 18, 2021, at 10:00 AM Eastern Time

 

09:30 Zoom Waiting Room Opens 

10:00 Zoom Housekeeping & Explaining Procedures

10:15 Call to Order

10:20 Welcome and Introduction 

10:25 Appointment of Parliamentarian & Scrutineer

10:30 Agenda: Motion to accept the meeting agenda

10:35 Minutes of 2020 AGM: review and as appropriate amend (as necessary), move to accept

10:45 Audited Financial Statements: Motion to accept

10:50 Treasurer’s report

11:00 Appointment of Auditor: Motion to re-appoint Ian Edmonds, CPA to conduct an audit of

Unicamp Finances

11:10 Nominating Committee

11:25 Election of the Board of Directors 2021-2022

11:40 Election of the Nominating Committee 2021-2022

11:55 New Business

12:15 Motion to adjourn

Break 

Meeting of New Board

12:30 pm—Question Period

1:00 pm-- Discussion of 8th Principle

1:30 pm—End of Meeting
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UNICAMP OF ONTARIO 

BOARD MEMBERS

President:

Terri Marks 

She/Her

First Unitarian Congregation

of Toronto

Vice President:

Nicole Cormier

She/Her

Church of the Larger

Fellowship

2020/2021
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Secretary:

Helen Iacovino

She/Her

First Unitarian Congregation

of Toronto

Treasurer: 

John R. Jordan 

He/Him

First Unitarian Congregation

of Toronto

Program Chair:

Brendon Zhang 

He/Him

Church of the Larger

Fellowship

Administration Chair:

Anthony Rapoport

He/Him

Neighbourhood Unitarian

Congregation

Seasonal, Off-Season Rentals

& Governance Chair: 

Jeffrey Dickhout

He/Him

First Unitarian Church of

Hamilton

Communications & Publicity

Chair: 

Jordan Fleguel

He/Him

Church of the Larger

Fellowship

Property Chair: 

Ed Langevin

He/Him

Unitarian Congregation of

Guelph



UNICAMP OF ONTARIO 

DELEGATES

First Unitarian Congregation of Toronto 
Grand River Unitarian Congregation 
Unitarian Congregation in Mississauga 
Unitarian Fellowship of Peterborough 
Unitarian Congregation of Guelph 
First Unitarian Church of Hamilton
Unitarian Fellowship of North West Toronto 
Huronia Unitarian Fellowship
Elora Fergus Unitarian Universalist Church

Winnie Larsen

Dianne Heise, Edward Bennett

Dr. Kim Alexander, Claire Geczi 

Aukje Byker, Tracy Galvin

Nora Menzies, Cheryl Cadogen

Anne Bokma, Mary Ann Forbes

Matt Virro, Liina Veer

Luci Dilkus, Dwayne Oneill

Jim Sannes, Ellen Papenburg

2021 AGM Delegates
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MINUTES FROM 2020 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Saturday, September 5, 2020 1:30 pm at Unicamp of Ontario/Zoom Video Conference

 

Call to Order
Meeting was called to Order at  2:10 p.m. after orientation to Zoom processes

List of Delegates (A if absent)
 

First Unitarian Congregation of Toronto 

Grand River Unitarian Congregation 

Neighbourhood Unitarian Universalist Congregation 

Unitarian Congregation in Mississauga

Don Heights Unitarian Congregation

Unitarian Fellowship of Peterborough 

Unitarian Congregation of Guelph

First Unitarian Church of Hamilton

Unitarian Fellowship of North West Toronto 

Unitarian Congregation of Niagara 

Canadian Unitarian Council

Huronia Unitarian Fellowship 

Elora/Fergus

Brigit Swenson & Winnie Larsen

A Cathy Scott & A Anne Dahmer 

Lauren Renzetti & RC Ashton 

Brigitte Twomey & Kim Alexander 

Peter Lister & Lorna Weigand 

Avril Siddle & Aukje Byker

Norah Langevin & Ed Langevin

Jeffrey Dickhout & Anne Bokma

Pat Trudeau & Wilburn Hayden

Liina Veer & Matt Virro

Linda Thomson  & Vyda Ng

Sylvia Andrews

Jim Sannes 

Minute taker: Kelly Collins

Janice Canning, Board Chair, welcomed delegates and thanked everyone for their patience in

getting set up in this new format.

Board members present:

Ellen Papenburg

Kosu Boudreau

Yvette Salinas

Nicole Cormier

Iris Murray

Jeff Baker

Also present:

Kalvin Drake (Zoom Support)

Kelly Collins (minute taker)

Interested others via Zoom and in person.

Welcome and Introduction of the Board
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MINUTES FROM 2020 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Motion to appoint Ellen Papenburg as the Parliamentarian for this meeting.
• Moved: Janice Canning

• Second: Brigitte Twomey

• No discussion

• Vote: Carried with no abstentions or votes against

 

Motion to appoint Jennifer Thomas-Bojin and Yvette Salinas as Scrutineers for the AGM
• Moved: Janice Canning;

• Second: Kim Alexander.

• No discussion

• Vote: Carried with no votes against or abstentions.

 

Motion to accept the meeting agenda
• Moved: Janice Canning moved that the agenda

• Second: Ed Langevin

• Discussion: Unicamp members are not delegates (clarified) and these were removed from

the above list of delegates

• Vote: Passed-- unanimous

 

Pat Trudeau brought a reading to begin the meeting.

Yvette Salinas (Registrar) stated that 21 of 26 delegates are present and quorum has been met.

Minutes of 2019 AGM:
Revisions:

• It was requested that Ellen’s last name be corrected to Papenburg.

• Aukje Byker was a delegate last year but her name does not appear. Please add.

Motion to accept the MInutes from the 2019 AGM with corrections above
• Moved: Janice Canning

• Second: James Sannes

• No discussion

• Vote: Passed— unanimous.

 

Business arising from the previous minutes
Nicole Cormier brought results of the survey--99 responses to the survey.

• Should anyone require support as a result of the survey, please reach out.

• Question as to what the next steps are as a result of the survey. Nicole said that she would

be handing this over to the new board to consider next steps.
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MINUTES FROM 2020 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Meetings will include virtual, online and in-person options

Moved by: Janice Canning

Second by: Lauren Renzetti

No Discussion

Vote: Passed: Unanimous

Moved: Jannice Canning

No Second therefore this motion dies.

Discussion: Ellen let the group know that this was done to prevent a democratic takeover.

Board Motions from 2019 – 2020
Janice explained that the delegate package included a list of motions made and passed by the

current board during the last year.

Motion: Bylaws update: Bylaw addition: (4.6c)

Motion: To adopt the recommendation of the board: 
Recommendation for AGM by the 2019/2020 Unicamp Board of Directors

Bylaw Update: Bylaw 4.2 b) i)

The current bylaw states:

"Not more than three members to be elected to Unicamp Board from any one church,

congregation or fellowship".

Recommended update (emphasis added to indicate the recommended change):

"Not more than four members to be elected to Unicamp Board from any one church,

congregation or fellowship".

Unanimously approved, motion passed on August 4, 2020.

Motion: To adopt the recommendation of the board:
Recommendation for AGM by the 2019/2020 Nomination Committee

Bylaw Update: 3.11 a)

The current bylaw states:

At each annual meeting of members, there shall be elected by the voting members a nominating

committee consisting of four (4) persons (one of whom shall be a member of the Board of

Directors whose term of office does not expire at the next annual meeting) from at least four (4)

different members and such nominating committee shall be elected to serve for a term of only

one (1) year, and shall not be eligible for reelection in the following year".

Recommended update (emphasis added to indicate the recommended changes):

"At each annual meeting of members, there shall be elected by the voting members a

nominating committee consisting of four (4) persons (one of whom shall be a member of the
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MINUTES FROM 2020 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Moved: Janice Canning

Second: Anne Bokma

Discussion:

Can people move forward indefinitely? Suggested amendment to clarify the maximum

number of people to move forward be two for two years.

Ellen cautioned changing this as other organizations do this to avoid confusion.

Suggestion that to ensure continuity for the committee we allow up to two people move

ahead for a maximum of two years.

Request to defer to committee for further consideration. (Barb Wentworth) later

withdrawn. 

Moved amendment: Janice Canning

Second amendment: Lauren Renzetti

Vote: Passed (17 votes in favour)

Vote: for original motion with amendment--passed. (15 for, 1 against) Request for revote since

closing of vote not announced and decision not announced.

People asked to vote if they wished to revote. 16 votes for, 3 against, 1 abstention.

Decision to revote. 

More discussion:

Motion to table the motion.

Moved: Jeffrey Dickhout

Second: Winnie Larsen

Discussion:

Wording not as clear as it needs to be.

Is it better to go to committee or AGM?

Vote: 16 for, 4 against. Passed.

Motion has been tabled and will be brought forward at next board meeting. 

Board of Directors whose term of office does not expire at the next annual meeting) from at

least four (4) different members and such nominating committee shall be elected to serve for a

term of one (1) year, and at least one (1) member shall be eligible for reelection in the following

year".

Motion to amend: “Elected board member…..at least one (1) member and up to two (2)
shall be eligible for reelection for a maximum of two years”
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MINUTES FROM 2020 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Board report prepared by Janice Canning as Board President.

Report prepared by Rich Bailey regarding governance issues.

Report regarding Long-Range Planning issues.

Communication report prepared byJeff Baker.

Nicole’s report about long range planning--re: report states that having seasonal campers goes

against the charter. Please clarify. Response that this is a draft and will go to committee.

Yvette clarified that this is a question that is being looked at and that they are looking for

legal advice but that Covid has delayed. It will need to be addressed as a charitable

organization. Information provided: all charities are looking at their bylaws with new

legislation coming in. Encouragement to get involved in a long-range committee.

Moved: Lauren Rizetti

Second: Brigitte Twomey

Discussion:

Need a clearer mandate for the committee.

Long range sustainability is very important.

Moved: Winnie Larsen

Second: Kim Alexander.

Discussion:

Focus of Unicamp not seasonals but children.

Vote on amendment: In favour: 1 Opposed: 14. Motion Defeated.

Moved: Lauren Renzetti

Second: Kim Alexander

Discussion:

Not sufficient time for important discussion.

Reports:

No motions were needed to receive the reports as they had already received them prior to the

meeting.

The following reports have been received:

Discussion:

Motion: Strike a seasonal issues committee of at least 6 people with (2) current seasonals 2 future
seasonals and two others who represent a wide variety of interests within Unicamp. This
committee reports to the board on a regular basis.

Friendly amendment: Maximum of 6 people

Motion to extend time on this motion:
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MINUTES FROM 2019 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Not a motion about long term planning, really about having a seasonal camper committee to

provide ideas and information to the board.

Vote: 12 for, 7 against, 2 abstentions

Motion: Vyda Ng

Second: James Saanes

Discussion:

Would like diversity of types of seasonal campers to be on the committee

Vote: 5 yes; 14 against Not passed.

Vote for amendment: 14 for; 5 against. Amendment carried.

Vote: 15 for; 5 against. Motion carried.

Moved: Iris K. Murray

Second: Norah Menzies Langevin

Discussion: 

Charitable organizations only require an audit for revenues over 500,000. Clarified the board

wishes an actual audit.

Suggested separating the motion into two parts. Clarified that the next board may wish to use a

different auditor so they hope to keep it open. 

Moved: Vyda Ng

Second: No second, so motion dies.

Information: Seasonal camping is not illegal, but outside charitable mandate.

Friendly amendment: Seasonal and long term planning with 6 to 9 people on the committee, with 2
seasonal campers on committee.

Friendly amendment by Lauren R--⅓ of committee should be current seasonals.

Vote for original motion with amendment:
There will be a seasonal committee of at least 6 people, with ⅓ seasonal campers and others who have a
wide variety of interests of unicamp and reports regularly to the board.

MOTION: Unicamp of Ontario will engage Ian Edmonds CPA, CA, LPA and Edmonds Professional Corp
EPC, or another appropriate accounting firm, to conduct an audit of the financial operations for the year
January to December 2020.

Motion to amend:
Amendment (to separate into 2 motions):
Unicamp of Ontario will engage Ian Edmonds CPA, CA, LPA and Edmonds Professional Corp EPC.
And:
To conduct a financial audit of the financial operations for the year January to December 2020.
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MINUTES FROM 2020 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Discussion:

Need to know how much an audit will cost before we vote to do one.

An audit may be legally required.

Need to motion to allow the board to appoint this auditor or another one if deemed necessary.

Board wants the peace of mind of having an audit.

Check bylaws, usually AGM appoints the auditor. (Confirmed that this is true that the bylaws state

that an auditor will be appointed)

Question as to why would we do an audit in a Covid year--should wait a year?

Board sees some inconsistencies in the bookkeeping practice so an audit is advised (no misconduct

found).

Need a proper paper trail in order to have a successful audit.

One person shared experience of being on a board without proper procedures for accounting. Had

an audit to receive advice about what needs to be put in place. Need to avoid problems with CRA.

Board did not receive financial statements last year, so it is difficult to make financial decisions

without proper statements and we want to be at a high level of trust in financials. 

Some of the problem with timeliness of reports was due with all the reservation cancellations in

time of Covid.

Vote on original motion with no amendments: 11 for; 6 against; 4 abstentions. Motion carried.

Moved: Janice Canning

Seconded: Lauren RInzetti

Discussion: None

Vote: For: 19; unanimously passed.

Moved: Yvette Salinas

Second:

All in favour.

Motion: That the 2019 Financial Statements and Treasurer’s Report be received as presented.

Motion: To adopt the budget for 2020-21 as presented 

Executive Director Report was given by Yvette Salinas, who acknowledged all the volunteers

who helped keep Unicamp running throughout the pandemic. Monies from government sources

went primarily to employee wages so there were some staff working. Source of revenue from

merchandising trialled this year was successful ($2000 so far).

Janice acknowledged Yvette and the work she has done in keeping things running in the

pandemic. Thank you to all the volunteers who have kept things running.

Acknowledgement of others who played key roles : Terry, Jenny
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MINUTES FROM 2020 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Terri would be a 4th rep from Toronto First, which is against the bylaws, so only 3 can be elected.

Nicole is on the board as well as on the nominating committee. Ellen clarified that since the board is all

new, this was an exception. She suggested that it would need to be ratified that Nicole is automatically

appointed to the board since she is the only member rolling over.

Moved: Lauren Renzetti

Second: Norah Menzies

Vote: 19 for; 1 abstention. Carried.

Moved: Kim Alexander

Second: Anne Bokma

Vote: 18 for; 2 against. Carried

Since one board member is returning, there are only 8 to vote in. This does not include the youth rep,

who is not included in the number of 9.

Since there are more nominees than positions, ballots were done online and in person.

Nominations:
Slate of nominations presented by the nominating committee:
Anika Rosen (Youth Rep)

Brendon Zhang (CLF)

Greg Carter (Grand River)

Helen Iacovino (Toronto First)

John Jordan (Toronto First)

Jordan Fleguel (CFL)

W. Michael Muller (Toronto First) x

Nicole Cormier (CLF)--ratified

Jeff Dickhout (Hamilton)

Anthony Rapoport (NUUC)

From the floor:
Terri Marks (Toronto First)

Discussion:

Motion: Ratify appointment of Nicole to the Board

Motion: Ratify appointment of Richard to the Board

Discussion:

Elected: 
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Anika Rosen (Youth Rep)

Brendon Zhang (CLF)

Greg Carter (Grand River)

Helen Iacovino (Toronto First)

John Jordan (Toronto First)

Jordan Fleguel (CFL)

Nicole Cormier (CLF)--ratified

Jeff Dickhout (Hamilton)

Anthony Rapoport (NUUC)

Terri Marks (Toronto First)



MINUTES FROM 2020 UNICAMP

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Comments:

Re: Seasonal Camper Winnie recommended Tony Rapaport to be on the committee for seasonal

campers. Nicole said that as a member of the board, she could send out to seasonal campers

information and a way to vote on people to be on the committee?

Aukje Byker-also need to send out info ability to vote for those on the waitlist for seasonal campers.

Hope to have people with young children on that committee as well.

Board’s job is to form the committee.

Thanks to Mike for agreeing to stand for the committee.

Anne Bokma (advisor)

Lauren Rinzetti

Winnie Larsen

Aukje Byker

Michelle McComb

Board Member--to be decided

Moved: Janice Canning

Second: Lauren Renzetti

No discussion.

Vote: Unanimous. 16 votes for.

Moved: Lauren Rinzetti

Second: Winnie Larsen

No Discussion.

Vote:: 17 votes for. Carried.

Closing words by Janice thanking the outgoing board and all who have helped the camp over the last year.

Nominating Committee: (volunteers requested) 

Motion: To approve the nominating committee

Pat Trudeau spoke a blessing as we ended the meeting.

New Business

Motion: The next AGM will be held on September 18, 2021, at 10:00 a.m. by Zoom

Janice Canning adjourned the meeting at 6:42 p.m. 
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Renovating the dorms and overhauling the way that seasonal camper contract work (ie. create a system where

site are rotated every year). The dog week thing should come to an end. Dogs should always be welcome on

property.

Maintenance of current buildings and construction of new areas.

Financial stability

It has been a rough year with the board making some decisions and governed in a manner that I feel acted in

ways that went against Unitarian principals, and this has caused harm and lack of trust I felt in the board. I

feel this year should be a year of repair to relationships that have been damaged.

Revitalizing Kids camp after the pandemic.

Fair Wages, Fixing Buildings

good outdoor experiences

maintaining and protecting infrastructure for health and safety; protecting financial solvency

Building community! Encouraging kids campers to become family campers to become regulars.

Intergenerational community is great for kids!

Making camp as accessible to everyone as possible.

accessibility is my highest concern

It would be great if there was a consistent focus on building/maintenance. The new deck around the shower,

the upgrades to the dining hall deck and the cabins and docks was really lovely. I like the 'hippie' feel of

Unicamp, but I don't want to pay to go to a ramshackle, run down site. Making sure each campsite has a solid

picnic table, that the toilets around camp are in good order and maintained, that the labyrinth is maintained

etc all help the camp feel safe and friendly.

Upgrade physical assets proportional to revenue/profit

Financial stability/sustainability

In the long term...clearer means of communication between staff and non-staff during summer months. In

person communication went well but not online communication in my experience. Since Unicamp posts the e-

addresses of the Camp Director and Staff, there needs to be a response or at least some indication that the

message has been received. Even an autoreply would be better than no response.

Freedom to allow people who attend to express themselves freely (in a respectable manner).

Accessibility and infrastructure. The website/payment system is not user friendly.

sustainable community, positive relationships with campers, staff, neighbours

Continuing financial stability

Kids & adult programs: as now

The focus needs to be on how to open up the camp to make it more available to all Unitarians. The current

"seasonal camper" system only allows an elite group of Unitarians to access camping. A radical move would be

eliminate all seasonal sites or less radical to allow only a 2 season limit for a site and then you go to the bottom

of the wait list to allow others a chance. It's such a shame to see the camp so empty because most of the

seasonal campers are not there weeks at a time. FYI- I am not interested in seasonal camping myself. I am only

interested in following Unitarian principles of fairness for all.

Maintenance of existing structures; creating additional campsites?

Safety, and sustainability - both environmental and community. It would be great to see Unicamp

management really take a big picture approach where the camp and its supporters and patrons are concerned.

I think that there is space for more enactment of our UU values when it comes to respect for the

interdependent web and acceptance and encouragement of one another in terms of the management of the

space and the organization.

What should Unicamp management focus on in the long term?
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What should Unicamp management focus on in the long term?

Better communication. Spreading info as well as responding to emails and phone calls in a more timely, reliable

manner.

The buildings and campground need much investment and work. That should continue as a priority. I hope

that will include addressing hazards on the property such as the wobbly rail on the program center deck and

tripping hazards on campsites (liability concerns). I also think Unicamp would benefit from more community

engagement processes (including all forms of participants) to enhance our collaboration and to strengthen a

shared vision for and commitment to Unicamp. Examples: occasional facilitated forums for people to gather

and discuss current projects and issues; advisory groups / committees drawn from both congregations and

campers to assist management with tasks where particular types of expertise are needed; meaningful

consultation with stakeholder groups affected by decisions (such as seasonal rates).

sustaining our community

1.To strengthen its connection to our spiritual roots and guiding principles; 2. To strengthen its relationships

with the congregations for numerous mutually beneficial reasons; 3. To revisit and update the original charter,

in order to integrate the changes that have evolved, such as: educational programs for children, youth and

adults; family campers; camper volunteers; and seasonal campers; 4. To make a significant long term

investment in the management and maintenance of the property, both physical and natural. This will require

organizational leadership to develop a team approach to sourcing financial resources, expand staff capacity

(Terry is overwhelmed); recruit, and engage camper volunteers - which can include capacity- building work

such as: the education and training of camper volunteers - children, youth and adults. This is a long term

investment that can be meaningfully integrated with our educational programs and church congregations and

their members.

Qualified staffing

Making kids camp the main priority and look into extending later into the summer. (5 or 6 weeks)

paying off it s debt, following the 7 or possibly 8 principals, ensure senior staff get paid well, ie camp manager,

ass. director, property manager, ensure they have a voice directly to the board and made to feel welcome at

board meetings, ensure the board does not have an agenda that invovlves their personal dreams- but actually

look sat the needs of camp as a COMMUNITY, NOT A CORPORATION. the notion of recusingsome one fomr

voting /yourself due to their/your userablility is stupid. we are all invested in camp and boa dmembes love

camp the most. have a transparent policy on seasonals and hope to be seasonals this is a total mess.

stewardship of all people who come to camp and have a weekly camp wide work detail for 1 hour from 2 yrs to

the ancients. everyone participating in something like garbage detail or putting the labarynth to rights with no

weeds, or singing together while moving all of the sand to a beach. weeding and raking the three fire pits. as a

facilitator- every registrant had an issue with booking the program... and many had some issue with

accommodation or food.  BUT KAte and JOanna and Jenny were amazing admin! And Brenzel was totally

great at saying hello to everyone! hurray for the staff of 2021.

Focus on the community aspect of Unicamp. How can this be enhanced? How can management serve the

community?

Keeping the place up to code, so that we pass inspections. My son requests access to more than a single flush

toilet (which usually happens in non Covid times).

Fiscal responsibility, environmental practices.

Financial security and nature preservation/protection, acquiring more land

Land stewardship

Keep running as is! Protect what is there, what has traditionally been part of the unique and wonderful

physical and community space. A retreat centre. Quiet, nature, community.  And flush toilets in the near term

:-) [Or better compost toilets.] And maybe a freezer and washing up station closer to the pond sites (maybe at

the big beach firepit or the outhouses).
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I would like Unicamp to be a fully functioning year round recreational facility capable of supporting private

rentals.

The same, with a new Grass tent and Sand tent, and a few more program areas.

Some investments in the facilities

Intergenerational community with a functional board as caretakers. Increased diversity. Anti-oppression

training for whole community (board, staff and seasonal) including anti ableism training. Continue to increase

accessibly at Unicamp over time. Continued work maintaining and improving infrastructure over time. 

 Stronger marketing to congregations so that Unicamp is more used, including stronger social media presence

and activities to help people feel connected to camp.  Include seasonal campers into mandate by formalizing

way in which seasonal campers help camp to fulfill mandate of offering spiritual training to adults and

children. Seasonal camper mentorship program, work weekends, special/specific seasonal camper projects that

they can take on are examples of way to formalize this relationship that is already happening informally.

Maintaining and increasing programming that creates and welcomes community feeling and draws forth

connections.

More ways for kids to experience the magic.

BIPOC-friendly spaces including altars, upgraded playground for kids, accessible beach (wheelchair ramp,

handrails)

Look? Not much different. Possibly an off-leash area and dog-segregated sites for dog weeks.

I love how it is now - a mix of rest, enrichment and opportunities to give back. Someone suggested a shower

area away from main camp. That would be helpful when trying to stay "stealth camping" during kids camp.

I would like Unicamp to look towards rebuilding cabins and cottages if possible and finding a way to fund

people who can’t afford to visit Unicamp.

more accessible for those with mobility issues ie easier to travel more of the grounds in a wheelchair,more

accessible ie path to fire pit and activity tent more level and smoother with fine gravel, longer easier ramp to

dining hall, better access to swimming in pond although not sure how to achieve- beach access mat, beach

wheelchair, ?, anxious to try out new cabin to see how it works

Well maintained, lots of lovely art projects around, nothing broken, unpainted, dirty.

Not “rag tag old and tired”

More racially diverse and with buildings that are more structurally sound.

Inclusive of all age groups. Even though I am a skilled volunteer and keen supporter of Unicamp, I sometimes

felt ignored as a Seasonal when I offered help. Please call upon us. There is a wealth of experience and good

will. Let us know what help is relevant and what is not.

I like the way it looks now. One thing that I would like to see is a large lodge building somewhere on the

property that could be used for groups to rent for private events, tantra workshops, etc., where there could be

privacy within for clothing optional workshops (like HAI, ISTA type events, etc.), ie: a building where you

could have 40-50 participants in a large group space, but the windows could be covered up for privacy. Also, a

clothing optional section that is secluded from the rest of the camp so that people who do not wish to see/enter

that zone would be able to refrain from seeing/entering that area (in addition to the clothing optional beach

that already exists)

More bathrooms and more hydro/water sites for non-seasonal

Keep low key, low tech feel. No big buildings. No more tiny houses.

Continue to spruce it up, but keep the relaxed natural look

inconspicuous cabins etc.

Rustic, unspoiled, improve the undesirable campsites eg. 27 ( build up the base so it's not waterlogged) 43,

44(add firepit), bring back the site by the pond/ Bob's Beach for camping

Wild and wonderful and sacred.

How would you like Unicamp to look in the long term?
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As natural as possible. There have been a lot of good improvements over the past few years, but I don't want

Unicamp to feel "bougie", for lack of a better word. I like that it's humble, and that it feels like a camp.

Same. It's great.

Beautiful well-maintained grounds and buildings. Nature preserved and honoured. Secure financially and well

managed. A welcoming place for all. A thriving and integral part of our Unitarian community where people of

all ages come for spiritual connection, renewal and growth. Healthy ways to work through differences and

difficult times.

in general the way it does now, no more buildings, limit the trailers. Add new seasonal camping sites.

I would like to see Unicamp strengthen its connection to our guiding principles, spiritual and educational

values, and church communities. This connection can be enhanced by having church delegates serve in a year

long appointment to strengthen the capacity-building resource base and mutually beneficial aspects and

commitment to these relationships. I would like to see Unicamp's connection to our guiding principles, spiritual

and educational values and the church communities, and their children, youth and adult members, formally

articulated in the updated revision of Unicamp's charter. These enhanced connections will also ensure

Unicamp's compliance with ONCA, and the charitable status of our diverse spiritual and educational programs

for its member congregations. I would like Unicamp to look like a safe place for all

More inclusion of the youth when it comes to larger decisions. It would be nice if the board actually started to

listen to what the young people who are working and volunteering at our camp have to say.

more beautiful, less crap lying around.paint the cottages.remove the junk or hide it better near the shed. get a

dumpster and have a lets chuck the broken stuiff day. I would donate money for this plan!

Many buildings need work, but much work has already been done. I would like Unicamp to look like a

welcoming inclusive community but with a real Unitarian focus. Right now, it doesn't always seem clear that

we are a Unitarian camp.

Pretty similar to now.

Much as it does now. With maintenance/upkeep. Wilderness. Seasonal site access by more people (it is in the

works, I hear).

Similar to how it looks now, maintained buildings, wilderness

Permanent dining hall for comfort / weather safety (eg storm / tornado), accessibility

It would be great if Unicamp could have more space by buying more land in the area! Land for nature use or

camping and then build 4-season accommodation and program buildings. Host retreats, Unitarian education,

eco-education and vacation weeks. Fall-Winter-Spring school eco-education bookings. Snowshoeing, XC

skiing, bird watching, nature watching, eco practices. Sustain primarily natural setting. The property across

from Peace Valley Ranch on the same road went for sale last year, for example Raise funds for this through

Ontario and Canadian congregations, private bookings, fundraising, increased programming. Consider

shareholder/co-operative joint ownership models too if necessary.

I love how Unicamp feels.

The atmosphere is irreplaceable!

As welcoming as it does today!

I want it to feel like a safe place for any kid to grow up.

Easy - working the Board shouldn't be cringe-inducing. Different groups respecting eachother's roles at

Unicamp. Inclusive and welcoming.

welcoming to all

Welcoming, safe, small-time with big ideas

How would you like Unicamp to look in the long term?

How would you like Unicamp to feel in the long term?
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I want to feel welcome and feel like myself and my family have a valued role in the creation of diverse

intergenerational community that includes those with disabilities. Right now, as a seasonal camper I do not.

Our fees went up without notice during a very hard financial year for my family. Our ability to keep our

seasonal camp site has felt precarious and that has been hard for our kids who are sponges for stress that

parents feel and who are in such need of the social interaction and connection to nature Unicamp camp

provides. Due to the finical bracket we are in and disability issues, Unicamp is one of the only places we travel

to all year. As such we really depend on it. I have been told that my family is not supposed to interact with

staff in terms of any needs we have because our presence at camp does not fulfill the mandate. I have had to

override some requests this summer due to access needs related to disability. This was really hard to do after

being told I should not make any requests of staff. This is also hard to make sense of, as my family includes

two young kids who take part in programming and I lead programming as do many other seasonal campers

and my family has put in significant volunteer hours each year to help maintain Unicamp infrastructure and

community. 

Nurturing

I would Unicamp to remain the kind and compassionate feeling it has as a result of its community.

more welcoming to me and others needing accessibility

Welcoming to all, inclusive, safe and peaceful.

Comfortable durable and well maintained

It feels wonderful so I’m not sure I want that to change. Other than more racially diverse.

I would like to feel spiritually inspired and connected with the entire community.

I would like unicamp to feel like a loving and accepting community.

The same as it does, warm, welcoming, meaningful and supportive.

Positive relationships between seasonal campers and staff..

Continue peaceful slow pace

place where you can talk to anyone without hesitancy

Relaxed, calm, open to all, safe, friendly

just as magical as it does now

I would like it to feel welcoming, like a space that everyone who's involved has equal access to and

responsibility for. A handful of years ago, I worried a lot less about where I went and what I did and whether

or not I would be annoying someone, I felt like there was a lot more trust and mutual stewardship of the space,

and I miss that feeling a lot.

Like family

To feel like a thriving, welcoming, connected community that is also able to do well the tough parts of being a

community, like dealing with conflicts.

like a gentle, safe, welcoming, inclusive community

As an extension of my spiritual community, more completely integrated with the seven guiding principles, in

its programs and services for children, youth and adults and their church communities.

I would like Unicamp to feel like a place where all were treated equally with respect. Not a place for staff and

volunteers to favour their friends. I would like to feel like my voice is being heard more. And I'd like to feel like

everybody in the Unicamp community is doing their part.

like itdoes right now- as a safe welcoming community where everyone has a voice and is treated with respect

and love.only tidier.better follow through with program... the dance was best done by program so we could

have a cmap fire by the dining hall. 

Pretty similar to now.

The same welcoming inclusive natural environment.

Food like the good old days (Alta, Chris).
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Not much changed, welcoming and warm

Natural, inclusive, rustic

Sustain the same Unicamp vibe. Inclusive, welcoming community in a natural, quiet setting. Thoughtful

programming but not over-programmed. Time and space and activities for all ages and abilities. Outdoor

services. August weeks and weekends not overbooked. 

Clean, safe drinking water, swimming water. 

Flush toilets.

I would like Unicamp to feel like a place that really lives by the Unitarian principles. A place were everyone

works together for the good of the camp based on the principles. I would like Unicamp to feel more open and

transparent. Right now, it seems like we often have a sense of a hierarchy and information is not readily

shared. Having board meetings on zoom and therefore easier for others to attend is a step in the right

direction, but so much information still seems to be kept from others. This creates division amongst campers

and leads to a lot of gossip, and untruths being shared which then creates fear and uncertainty

Love the additional dog week but as I said earlier, I think dogs should always be welcome. The one in take day

for kids camp was nice but riddled with accessibility issues. Animal friendly weeks!

The volunteer week for teens seemed to work well.

The work on accessibility this year has been great! Staff has done a great job of keeping people safe as possible

during pandemic. Outdoor eating set-up has worked well. Reducing wait list for seasonal camp sire sites

through site sharing, making list of waitlist people who want to site share and offering one year sites I think

has been great.

4 weeks+ of kids camp in post pandemic.

I think we should add a 4th or 5th week of kids camp.

Dance taking place in mini-common (for Kid's Camp/Jouth) and near main firepit (for Family Camp). Meals

being served on the Dining Hall deck. Programming taking place outside when weather allows. LIT/CIT not

being expected to wash dishes.

more dog friendly weeks, thanks

additional dog friendly access

I have no concerns. Yay for accessible cabin! Thank you Luc, Larry and volunteers!

I think an additional dog friendly week would be great and I would love to see the junior volunteer program

next year as a lot of work got done. I would suggest making the junior volunteer program more adjusted to the

needs of the volunteers though. Seeing the cabins and cottages rebuilt would be great as it would keep

Unicamp in top condition.

have not been there for a few years unfortunately

I loved the 'casual' candlelight dinner on Wednesdays this year! That was really nice! It was great to just know

it was going to happen rather than having to sign up etc...Perhaps this could be a tradition and if parents want

childcare they can register for it and pay separately. More dog friendly weeks are welcome...lots of folks who

camp seem to have dogs and not being able to bring them creates a problem...most other campgrounds always

welcome dogs...

Improved cabins and dinning room

The food line being outside at family camp seemed to work well but I don’t know if that was inconvenient for

staff. One intake day for kids camp was good but I don’t know if it needs to be permanent.

Adult programming in August Examples: Writing with Anne Bokma, Sacred Circle Dance, Art w Lauren

Renzetti, Foraging for Food w Kendrew Pape, Labyrinth walks , Deck discussions around themes.ith shade and

a flat surface? The "I Scream for Ice Cream" event merits a repeat.

What changes put into place this summer and in recent years would you like to see carried over into future

seasons? Ex. one intake day for Kid's Camp, the additional dog friendly week
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I just went to Unicamp for the first time a few weeks ago so I do not know what changes are new.

We love dog week, the outdoor kitchen/coffee space

Saturday dance outside

I would keep the additional dog friendly week. I would keep the wash stands at the bathrooms.

I don't have enough information about how the dog friendly weeks worked out; nor about the Kid's Camp

intake

Definitely love the additional dog weeks. It would be great to see the tables turn on that one, to have dogs

being welcome as the norm, and maybe to have a few pet-free weeks instead of the other way around. I also

personally appreciate the increased awareness of substance use at camp in recent years, and the mindful

approach to that for the wellbeing of all of the people accessing the space.

Not just one intake day, so there's more room for all of the kids who want to take part. I assume that limited

the numbers.

Additional dog friendly week a good idea. The large group of students through the summer grant program

seemed to really help with the huge amount of work to be done at Unicamp. Special shout-out to Brenzel! So

hard working and friendly - and a natural community builder and connector. He was also accessible to people

when office wasn't staffed for things like where to put compost (before a system had been set up).

options for one month seasonal site rental

The new accessible cabin; camping kits for newcomers; the additional dog friendly week; the additional sand

on the pathways and beaches; the implementation of safe practices in the context of COVID.

The addition dog friendly week.

The one intake day worked very well this year well we were coping with COVID restrictions, but I am hopeful

that we won't have to continue that next year. Having more intake days gives more kids a chance to enjoy kids

camp. 2 dog weeks it too many.

the epainting of the entry sign, the chairs painted with rainbows, the water stations at the outhouses, but

make them more intentional - ie with a table and mirror and place for garbage and maybe wood chips down to

sop up water. serious intentioned beautification, remove junk around the shed.

I really was not much of a fan of some of the recent changes. Having one intake day for Kid's Camp was

needed for Covid, but was not the best for some families as it meant that if a child was not able to go that first

week, they missed camp all together. It seemed like there were always dogs at camp this year, so I would like to

see it made clearer when dogs are allowed and when they are not. 

The food this year was wonderful! I heard many people talk about how much better the food was this year

than it has been in the past, so this is one change I would like to see carried over.

I cannot tell you how over the moon happy I was to not have to put my hands in the icky dish water, when

returning my dishes. Please if you keep anything, please let it be this. I wanted to use the small covered area

near the dorms for yoga, but every time it seemed a child was already sleeping in it with a nanny. So maybe

another small gathering space with shade and a flat surface?

Keep the one intake day if there is a pandemic! I don't see a need otherwise. Dog friendly needs to be limited to

1-2 weeks, or preferably 1-2 weekends, maximum / year if at all. Personally, not at all, but if there must be

then 1-2 weekends. I know people regard their dogs as family and most are well behaved but camp is for

wildlife experiences first. I understand a literature review went out on the impact of dogs on wildlife presence.

And, unfortunately it only takes a minority of dog owners to disregard dogs-on-camp rules to spoil the whole

stay for others. Dogs are great in dog-first environments/home environments. Dog rules - simple rules list - to

be given to dog owners before and again upon arrival. And/or a dog contract they sign (heard this used to be in

place). The poop containers were great. But they weren't everywhere. Poop can be smelled during dog week -

in the forest, in our camping areas. All day, all night strong poop. Every dog week I have been.  Do you have

dogs + beach + children worked out - dangers for kids in dog sand? We loved seeing wildlife (porcupines,

possum etc.) when dogs were absent.
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The how to use a compost toilet signs were gone and some people did not know how! It would be great to have

them go up again (use of wood chips, close lid etc.) Along with informing people (dog rules, how to use a

compost toilet), maybe basic camp orientation information at registration and check-in would be good. People

were swimming and whooping after midnight a couple of nights. But they really may not have know there is a

rule. I wonder if a sheet might help. Quiet at 10pm was wonderful! People could choose to sleep or have a

campfire - even on Saturday dance nights! Please continue 10pm quiet! Dance was sometimes less loud - a

valued change.

One intake day for Kid's Camp is great when the pandemic is an issue; I could do without the additional dog

week. Even a few dogs is enough to deter wildlife and just one dog owner not following rules re. behaviour or

picking up is enough to ruin great areas of camp - dog poo smells terrible and cannot be left in the woods.

Thoughtful new policies for covid were so great.  Solar energy source is great to have. Camper freezer is so

helpful but this year no camper fridge was available. Would like to have that re-instated. And a microwave.

New watercraft was great.

Yes I feel connected X 5

More clear paths between camp sites.

Yes. More photos of kids' camp might be nice!

More merch might be fun.

Pretty much. "Buddy Benches" or other spaces/ways for newcomers to connect with longtime campers. Keep

working on Diverse Representation on the Board & Staff--it makes a big difference!

No. The dog restrictions are a real barrier.

I feel outside the community and unsure how to change that

I feel connected to the Unicamp community and feel that it is pretty good the way it currently is.

no cannot think of anything

I have been coming to Unicamp for several years, and I do not feel particularly connected to the Unicamp

community. I think there's a divide between seasonal site holders and other camp renters and very little effort

has been made to create a wholistic community...these past 2 covid years were the first times I felt welcome at

the big campfire in the evening for example...other years it seemed only the seasonals were welcome...I often

camp near the pond and the seasonals there won't even say 'good morning' sometimes! There have been a few

campers who seem to live there for the whole summer and they have treated me and my friends as intruders

and been very rude to us about our car, our tent set up, our use of the hose which happens to be near their

site...

Participation equals connection

I would feel more connected if there were more rituals that included the whole community ie.Sunday Services.

I would like to see clearer indications that Unicamp is part of the larger UU faith community.

Thanks to those who replaced the 7 Principle Plaques.

Since I am new to Unicamp, I don't feel that connected currently, although I do know lots of people who have

told me about it over the years, so I am connected to the community of people that go there, I just don't feel

that connected to Unicamp. Going to Unicamp with a large group of people that I know would make me feel

more connected, I went with a few new friends the last time I went that I am just getting to know.

Yes. If we lived closer to the Unicamp family/Unicamp so we could visit more often.

Is there a Unicamp community?-- Do you mean seasonal camper community? As an occasional camper only, I

do not feel connected. I think that could only happen when everyone is on equal footing and there is fairness

for all.

Do you feel connected to the Unicamp community? Is there anything that would help you feel more connected?
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Because I'm new to the camp I feel both a bit like an outsider and welcome. I hope in the future I can be more

involved. We felt a part of the community at the campfire. If not for Covid we would have enjoyed sharing

meals with people we don't know.

Yes, I feel a deep sense of community and connection. But there are tensions within the community that I

hope will be better addressed. Conflict and differences of perspective are inevitable and can help us grow, but I

would feel more connected if I could trust that we have good processes in place to work through them.

I feel very connected to Unicamp. It serves as my spiritual retreat with a sense of community with other

church members, and a close connection to nature. It is very life-giving. I would like to see more transparency

and equity in the decision-making, and a closer connection to the history, culture and values of the Unitarian

church community.

Being treated as an old friend when arriving instead of a stranger. I have attended family camp consistently

for the last 10 years. In recent years it feels as though seasonal campers don’t want casual people there

As a youth, I feel very connected to the other youth, the staff, volunteers, and leaders in training that added so

much to Unicamp this summer. But I feel no connection to the seasonals or board member. When interacting

with them I don't feel listened to, and I don't feel appreciated.

stweardship in camp wide events, bring ice cream... and they will come.

I would feel more connected if information was more readily shared, in a more transparent way. Also if

programs, Sunday services, etc were all posted in one central place. They used to be on the blackboard and I

understand that it was difficult this year as we couldn't go in the dinning room, however there was a small

board that listed programs but I missed one Sunday Service because it wasn't on the board. Sunday service is a

very important part of camp, part of us being a Unitarian camp, not just a nice camp to hang out at.

I think if more campsites were available with power and aren’t seasonal that might help? Not seasonal people

could stay a bit longer then.

It is easy to feel connected when taking meals in the dining room and more difficult to feel connected

otherwise. Programming information at check-in would be helpful. Daily one of: yoga/art/meditation/other

for all ages or adults would help. At least some accommodated meals or days would really help to stay

connected. It was the campfires really help us feel connected! Unfortunately when up for a weekend (Sat-Sun)

the dance overrides the campfire so we miss out and feel less connected. Would have loved to have gone to

mentorship day. We spent our time on food prep because no accommodated meals. I think participating in a

day like that would be great.

Campfires are a great way to feel connected and they are wonderful. However, the dance is very loud, and

when you only come up for a short period and cannot have a campfire because the dance is too loud and runs

very late, it is disappointing.

Yes, more opportunity to purchase unicamp "merch" to support camp

More opportunities to come up in July! It is understandable with the children's camps but some weekend

opportunities would be welcome.

Information in the washrooms/outhouses is helpful - need up to date programming information.

There needs to be a paid communications staff who has hours all year and maintains a consistent schedule of

postings.

No X 9

Add Too Long Didnt Read (TLDR) to everything to summarize the long form events, newsletters, etc.

Weekly posts, some produced by the campers and some made by a photographer/professional. Newsletters are

too long to actually read - should come out only Seasonally (maybe print for Seniors).

More clear communication about when to start booking, especially for people who already subscribe to the

newsletter.

Do you have any suggestions for Unicamp management around social media, electronic communication,

newsletters etc?
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It would be great if more consistent and regular info from Unicamp was posted throughout the year. For

instance, the actual date that bookings open would be great to know so we all have a fair chance to book sites

starting on the same date...and regular postings of photos etc would be fun to see in the winter!

Try congregational focus groups to address items like raised in this survey

Answer e-mail. E-mail response from the Executive Director was clear, professional and timely. Could

someone be designated to ensure that E-mail messages to summer staff are answered?

Not at the moment. Now that I've been to Unicamp once, I will be more likely to open and read Unicamp email

newsletters since I do feel more connected now and will be more curious about what is going on.

Need to improve Wifi capability

now OK for me, but I do not tweet etc

Update the website in a timely manner. I was unaware that you could book sites because the front page of the

website still said 2020 maybe until May or so.

Yes. Personally I think it's a mess. Trying to get information during the off-season was very difficult; booking

or changing a booking is very awkward; trying to find out about meal plan and booking was a mess. All of this

needs improvement.

I'm not sure that I have any great suggestions at this time. In my experience, management seems to do their

best with the resources that they have.

If changes are made to regular programs then please ensure they are advertised. It was a big concern among

Grand River folks that many didn't know when our week was. It was changed but was not advertised offically

anywhere until mid-summer when bookings were already made. Some families missed connecting with their

friends when they booked the wrong week because they didn't know. People need to be made aware of

changes. Also concerned about the timing for this survey. 5 days to complete (over a long weekend) is not

enough and it's not even posted on the website. Needs to be broadly available with adequate time in order to be

fair and to give meaningful results. Unless it was emailed to all participants in camping and programs 

looks like we may need moderating for social media or a way to redirect conflicts so they don't escalate online

I appreciate survey research, I am surprised that this survey is so rushed and does not appear to include the

broader community of people who participated in Unicamp this summer.

I have not noticed much of a social media presence. As mentioned before having qualified recreational

professional wit social media training would be useful

Post more picture of kids camp on the Instagram. There were some beautiful moments captured this summer,

and I would love if they could be shared.

love the google groups for seasonal. I do use fb and instagram but more to add content then to read- sop email

is best for me- and most poeple over 50+. when doing the news letter.... i know we have the icons of other

social media... but maybe spell it out- ie follyow us.... add #unicamp ( OR WHAT EVER it is) so we can help with

adding it into our own posts.  have a section about policies that are updated... or highlights about news form

the board... ie we hired all staff... or terry need shelp with water on.... or hey here is how you become a

seasonal... or hey this is how you actually pay for a program because it is totally convoluted and we are sorry

about that.

I enjoy getting more communication during the year, and I think the more information that can be shared, the

better.

I think y’all are trying your best.

Email is great. Please duplicate any social media in email as not everyone uses social media.

Email is most reliable, using social media exclusively does not reach everyone who attends camp.

More kids camp pics during kids camp

The newsletters are good - if one can not lose them to junk or commercial folders!
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I feel good about it.

New programs for the kids?

My kids love it. And we are grateful.

I love Unicamp programming as do my kids.

Id like to see themes like in kids camp added to family camp. Ive thought about doing that for a while.

BIPOC Facilitators need to host programming, try to go beyond usual UU programming. More drop-in activity

spaces during Family Camp.

I was only there for the weekend. Nothing really happened; I heard lots of stories of the stuff I missed during

the week. I don't yet feel like it's a great fit for single adults

It is brilliant.

I feel that Unicamp programming is run well.

It might be nice to offer more drop in activities for adults...easy art, stargazing, yoga etc that folks could drop in

for rather than signing up for a weekend or a week...even if there was a nominal fee each time...

The programming is great. No suggestions. It was nice to have the GTA family week be a little earlier than

usual this year so I would be open to having that be switched around as long as there was many months of

advance notice. I hope next year you can go back to four weeks of kids camp.

Fantastic! We did miss childcare and candlelight dinner as a consequence. More Portapotties would be helpful

if the washrooms in the dinning hall are bathrooms are closed.

Great job

perhaps some 1/2 day programs

More available sites for those who can't access sites now.

Sept 3-4 was the first weekend I attended with workshops. I loved the drawing one that I attended. From what

I've seen offered, I think the programming is great.

I don't tend to attend formal programming, so I'm not sure that I have a lot of suggestions around that.

I've participated in some adult programs and really enjoyed them. The programming adds enormously to the

vibrancy of camp and introduces many new folks to Unicamp and Unitarianism. I've heard many express

concern about the on-line booking system. The design is hard to use and no one seems to know when it will go

live which is stressful and isn't equitable to people trying to book especially during busy weeks. Also, any

changes that are made need to be advertised. As mentioned in a previous answer, changing the Waterloo

week and not advertising the family weeks until late in the season was very problematic for a number of

people. Even a simple notice on the website would have helped. It matters especially to kids to be there with

their friends.

programming is great.

In the context of COVID I am pleased that kids camp was safe and went well as did the August program for

youth.

There was an abundance of volunteers this year, but less programming.

Kids camp is the most important thing to me and I love it so much. But I do know that the counsellors and

other staff working during that time are underpaid and unappreciated. And the board doesn't listen to them. I

would love if kids camp was made more of a priority within the UC community. I think family camp brings out

the flaws within Unicamp.

have a staff be paid to start and run camp fires on friday and saturday night as well as service so ther eis

consistency. loved the idea and the execution of kids camp- all in and leave after your time ... love the outdoor

seating for eating. did an amazing job with signage- get them permenant markers! have cork boards at all out

houses so we can put up notices

How do you feel about Unicamp programming (kids camp or family/weekend camping) and what could be

improved?
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What I've been part of has been good even though things were still restricted this year because of Covid.

Again, sometimes information about what was happening was not that available.

The people who come on weekends for seem to feel very different from the weekday family campers. But

maybe it’s just the bruce trail or workshop people?  I love the morning childcare when it’s availabile.

Daily one of: yoga/art/meditation/other for all ages or adults. The August long weekend and on can get

overbooked. Wonderful that camp was so popular - just needs booking limitations.

More consistent communication would be great - not all weeks had a paper schedule posted in outhouses etc. -

since not everyone eats in the dining hall.

These are very good. Increase some drop-in choices for adults. It would be nice to do workshops even if you

can't sign up for a whole week of art or writing. Bring yoga back! (Easy, gentle or hatha yoga.) Meal options

could be improved. Introduce people new to Unicamp on how things work.

It's a wonderful place and you all are doing a great job. I would suggest raising fees, along with a robust

financial aid system to ensure accessibility to those who can't afford it. The increased income would allow

room for additional improvements in facilities and programming.

Thank you to all (board, staff, campers) who have been working hard to keep camp going during these hard

pandemic times. We might do so in different manners but we are all working hard to support camp in our own

way. My hope in the coming year are that repairs can happened in our differences that enable the community

to feel more whole and for as many people as possible to feel welcomed.

We <3 Unicamp!

As a staff on the ops team we were given 8 week contracts. Right now on the 9th week before school starts for

high schoolers Unicamp is under staffed for Ops. I think that if an option for a 9 week contract was proposed

at the start of our work rather than after we’re done 8 weeks and are tired Unicamp would probably have

more staff through the 9th week.

looking forward to trying new accessible cabin

Please do something about your bookings site...it is really hard to navigate (I use tech for a living, I'm not

unskilled) and this year I had trouble with dates because the calendar of events was for last year and so the

family camp weeks were all wrong! I never know if I've booked properly and often call to confirm! This year I

had help from someone from Unicamp and they had some trouble too! Just fix it!

Thanks for everything you do.

Major cudos to the Board, Staff and Volunteers for having the courage and tenacity to make Unicamp a

success this summer despite obstacles. Summer was fun, safe and renewing.

The new Dave's cottage is a symbol of the resilience and commitment to inclusion at Unicamp. Thanks to all

who made this possible.

Appreciations to all.

For groups that have some people in tents and others in cabins, it would be nice if the tents and cabins could be

located relatively close together. I was with a large group recently and the cabins were a ten minute walk from

the tents which caused a lot of confusion and miscommunication between people in each area about eating

together and kind of split the large group into two separate groups rather than one cohesive group.

We love the goats and chickens. The food was extraordinaire this year.

Need to make the seasonal site list public. Assign numbers to individuals and post publicly.

I am thankful that it is there

Further to my comments above about communication, I'm not sure how the seasonal camping works. It's also

not very clear where/how to offer a workshop.

Is there anything else you want to note?
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Thank you to the staff and board members who work so hard! 

Special thanks to Terry who not only does the daunting task of maintaining the campground while under-

resourced, but who also plays a critical role in community building around the campfire, as a volunteer. 

the waitlist for seasonal sites needs to be a better understood and fair process. My family has been waiting for

several years on the list. We were not contacted about any site opportunities even though I know there may

be some available. We were number 8 on the list in 2020.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my heartfelt thoughts and feelings.

The food plan was limiting food to service volunteers. It was extremely frustrating to deal with. Once speaking

with staff I was met with little concern. Once receiving a small refund there was some confusion and mistakes

made which they then became snippy about. I will not be using the meal plan again, and can see why so few

people take it as an option. Being able to camp with meal included would make the experience much easier. But

the plan is not worth the negative interaction with staff. I camp home from a relaxing camp experience feeling

exhausted due to staff interactions

thank you all who worked on the board this year- a pandemic makes things impossible- and yet you could

have gas free meetings so there was less harm to the planet, more people could attend... and i thought the work

I saw specifically done by tony, jeff, greg, ed, jordan and brenden was exemplary. I know the executive do

much work behind the teens.... and I would like to acknowledge all that you do to keep us together.

Namaste to you all

Unicamp is a wonderful place in many ways and there are issues of trust and communication.

A lot of the seasonal spots were unattended while I was at camp. If there are fewer seasonal spots, would the

campground fill with regular campers? If the sites would be empty anyway, then seasonal spots make sense.

The executive team and staff did such a great job this year! Responding to the pandemic and the changing

provincial children's camp rules! Really impressive. Covid practices were great when we came in August. A

little less great by the end of the summer (people weren't distancing as much, the beaches got very crowded).

At no time were masks required in washrooms and that should probably be brought in line with the province's

requirement. Especially the program centre washroom but outhouses too. Frequent cleaning etc all great. I

heard the dining room meals really improved this year - wonderful news.

Signs re. wearing masks in bathrooms and outhouses would be appreciated in accordance with provincial

mandate. The site with hammocks by the pond is much appreciated as is access to the Bruce trail and Cow Pye.

The staff did such a great job this summer!
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On February 10, 1969, Unicamp of Ontario was born, and we are now 52 years old as a community.

Your Board of Directors is responsible for managing the affairs of Unicamp. We voluntarily work on

policy development, compliance issues, and the expenditure and safekeeping of Unicamp’s finances.

We take our fiduciary responsibilities very seriously and are dedicated to doing what is in the best

interests of Unicamp’s long-term survival. This of course means dealing with change, which is not

always easy.

While I had no doubt that my first year as President would be challenging, who could have imagined

that we would still be in the throes of a global pandemic? In the months before this summer season,

your Board and staff worked swiftly and creatively to manage our response to the third wave of

Covid-19. We redesigned our Children’s Camp and other programs and continued protocols

established last summer to comply with the province’s health regulations. It was touch and go for a

while, but we finally decided to go ahead with our children, youth, and family programs for this

season and thanks to you, they were very successful.

In addition to developing ways to survive Covid, we also had an abundance of interesting matters to

navigate—policy creation and updates, storm readiness improvements, financial planning

improvements, Dave’s cabin renovations, fundraising, and CRA compliance issues. We navigated

these challenges with care and consideration to the long-term sustainability of Unicamp. One thing

to note, the AGM-mandated committee on seasonal issues was not created. The Board agreed to

convene the committee, and put out a call for members, but did not receive any expressions of

interest from non-seasonals, so the committee could not be convened as mandated. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I’d like to extend tremendous amounts of gratitude to the

members of the Board who will be departing—John Jordan (Treasurer), Ed Langevin (Property

Chair), and Jordan Fleguel (Communications Chair). Each of these directors have dedicated many

hours of service on behalf of Unicamp and I’d like to thank them all for their many contributions to

the Board. 

I would like to extend my thanks to all our staff, volunteers, members, and friends for being so kind,

generous with your time, creative, and courageous this summer. I’d also like to send appreciation to

Luc LePage for all his hard work and creativity on the Dave’s cabin renovation—it looks amazing!

“Unicamp is special, Unicamp’s not plain, that’s why we go there again and again…”

With gratitude, 

Dr. Terri Marks, President, Board of Directors
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It was a pleasure serving as Communications Chair on the Unicamp Board of Directors over this past

year. As a board, we faced a lot of challenges, but we overcame them and I’m proud to say that we

had a successful summer at Unicamp thanks to our amazing staff team. 

Effectively communicating with the Unicamp community was an extremely important task this

year since the COVID-19 pandemic changed the way we normally do things at camp. I’d like to

thank everyone who supported me in my role this year and I’d like to give special recognition to

Adrian Iacovino, who was the main architect of the 2021 Unicamp brochure. 

Unicamp’s loss of income during the 2020 season led us to organize a fundraising initiative through

social media this year that helped not only to raise money but also to grow our online following. We

had a raffle for a free weekend stay at Tom’s B this summer. Each $15 donation to Unicamp counted

towards one raffle ticket. In total, we raised $3845. We also gave away a free weekend stay at a

camp site. People simply had to like and share the contest post on one of our social media accounts to

enter. I believe this initiative or something similar could be repeated every year and it would lead to

more engagement in the offseason as well as needed funds. Each year, the funds raised could

potentially go towards a specific project or initiative, such as a renovation or the newly created

general campership or BIPOC campership fund, which would help bring new people to Unicamp

who otherwise may not be able to afford it. 

Perhaps my biggest take-away from this past year as communications chair was how much young

Unicampers want to engage with each other and with Unicamp online during the off-season. As a

former kids camper, councillor and CIT/LIT facilitator myself, I know how important camp

friendships and connections can be to kids and how hard it can be to be away from those

connections when they leave camp. My suggestion would be to have a part-time, paid staff member

in charge of communications and social media year-round. That way, there will always be a way to

engage with Unicamp and other Unicampers at any time of the year. On Instagram, opportunities

for engagement are endless. A simple post prompting people to share their favourite camp memory

or activity could drive a lot of engagement to our social media accounts and website, which would

hopefully lead to an increase in registration as well. In short, I believe that the communications

portfolio should be as active as possible during the off-season to keep Unicampers engaged and

excited about the upcoming season. 

I’d like to thank all my fellow board members for their hard work and dedication this year and I’d

also like to thank the entire Unicamp community for their patience and understanding as we

worked through the challenges that the COVID-19 pandemic brought. Believe in Summer!

Jordan Fleguel
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The main responsibility of the Admin Chair on the Unicamp Board is to provide advice and support

to the Executive Director on staffing matters. It has been my honour and pleasure to work with

Yvette Salinas in this capacity over the past year.

Of all the many sectors of the Unicamp community, the staff is the one which consistently embodies

the values at its core. Living and working together in mutual support, they enable every magical,

spontaneous, serendipitous moment of a Unicamp summer.

For several years, Unicamp has benefited from the Canada Summer Jobs Program, receiving grants

to subsidize a few positions each year. In 2020, when camp finally opened on a limited basis, we

relied almost entirely on the expanded federal subsidy to hire a skeletal staff, mostly for cleaning.

This year, while our program revenues have partially recovered, CSJ remains a very significant

source of staff funding.

CSJ has been a good source of support to Unicamp for years, and a lifesaver through Covid, but it has

brought a weakness to light which we can no longer ignore. When the federal government

subsidizes student jobs, it respects employment standards, including minimum wage laws and a five-

day week. But Unicamp, like all camps in Ontario, is exempt from those standards, and has never

paid minimum wage to junior staff. The result is that we have staff members doing the same work,

with the same level of experience, receiving very different rates of pay, depending on whether their

job happens to be on CSJ.

We did make sure everyone got two days off per week this year, and my understanding is that this

was a great help, allowing junior staff some relief from the extra demands of our (successful!) Covid

protocols.

It’s my hope that with careful attention to budgeting in future years we can try to bring our junior

staff pay up to parity with non-camp jobs, as a progressive employer.
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The dream of a barrier-free rental unit (Dave A) is on the brink of completion. I would describe it as the

gold standard in what it has to offer.

Dave B- an accessible friendly unit much like Tom A- was occupied several times this season to glowing

reviews.

Much thanks to summer-resident contractor and builder Luc Lepage. A myriad of volunteers contributed

countless hours. Our gratitude would fill many wheelbarrows!

Our aging buildings continue to demand much attention, mostly maintenance, sometimes remediation

such as Rosie's. Work on it will commence this fall. The strategic Plan involves sprucing up our cabins and

cottages, both inside and out.

Short and Long Range plans to improve accessibility have become a priority, especially with the

renovations to Dave's. At the top of the list is an accessible bathroom in the dining room. The design by

Terry and Luc will create a barrier free washroom AND a second toilet/sink stall in basically the same

space we have now. 

Proper hardened-surface pathways will connect our key facilities, allowing freedom of movement for

ALL.

New docks and sand at both beaches this year need to be followed up with easier access to the water's

shore and entry.

I was approached to join the Board in the spring of 2021, as a board member had recently resigned. I agreed to

fill in on an interim basis till the AGM in September. I was welcomed and dived right in. I quickly was brought

up to steam on various active Property files and on some very challenging changes facing the Unicamp

community. Unfortunately ongoing health issues have prevented me from continuing on the Board. I thank

all who welcomed me.

I will be brief in my report:

Please refer to Property Manager Terry O'Sullivan's very thorough review of the many items that fully

occupied and engaged our Property Team this year and moving forward. Terry's leadership and his dedicated

Team gives me huge confidence that Unicamp is in excellent hands. These initiatives were completed with a

combination of staff and Unicamp's unique bank of perennial and occasional volunteers. Unicamp could not

survive without our volunteers. The Seasonal Community is absolutely essential to this. They simply can't be

thanked enough.

Some Property highlights (from my perspective in particular):

I want to thank Yvette for the help she gave me as a new Board member and again to the Board for

welcoming me.

I would strongly encourage the new Board to seek out solutions that involve more consensus building.

My best wishes to the new Property Chair and as I hope to continue as Accessibility Advisor and Advocate to

Unicamp, I look forward to working with him/her. 

Respectively Submitted,

Ed Langevin



Revenues in 2020 were $144,435 versus $389,620 in 2019, decrease of $245,185 or 63%;
Expenses in 2020 were $117,336 versus $323,044 in 2019, decrease of $205,708 or 63%;
Excess revenue over expenses in 2020 was $27,099 versus $66,576 in 2019, decrease of $39,477 or 59%.

Cash balance plus term deposits as at December 31 2020 was $260,205 versus $210,172 as at December 31, 2019,
increase of $50,033;
Total net assets as at December 31, 2020 was $549,305 versus $522,206 as at December 31, 2019, increase of
$27,099.

Upgraded the annual year end from a Review Engagement to an Audit Engagement as proposed and approved
at the 2020 AGM in September 2020;
Reviewed the policies and procedures related to planning and budgeting including creating a draft long-range
strategic plan and a monthly operating budget for 2021;
Implemented monthly financial reporting and quarterly budget to actual variance analysis.  

Unicamp continue having an annual audit of the financial statements as it will provide greater confidence in
the financial numbers, processes, and procedures. Also, it will provide greater assurance Unicamp will have the
required documentation in case of a CRA audit in the future;
Change the accounting for donations from the deferral to restricted fund method as it will provide greater
clarity regarding donations, fundraising campaign initiatives, and use of funds;
Create and implement capital improvement plan and build financial reserves to fund the future expenditures to
ensure Unicamp has the necessary resources to repair and improve its buildings and property infrastructure;
Review and update the long-range strategic plan at least every three years to ensure it serves the goals and
objectives of the Unicamp membership and community.

It was a pleasure serving as the Treasurer for Unicamp for the fiscal year 2020/2021. It was a challenging period as
COVID-19 significantly reduced or cancelled many programs and services in 2020 and planning uncertainty
moving into 2021.  

A summary of the 2020 financial results are as follows (see attached audited 2020 financial statements):

2020 Statement of Operations:

Despite the pandemic, the Unicamp management did an outstanding job of managing and containing expenses so
that the organization didn’t lose money during the 2020 fiscal year even though revenues declined by more than
60% from 2019.  
 
2020 Financial Position (as at December 31): 

Unicamp was able to draw on a number of COVID related government assistance programs in 2020 to help with
the cash flow and offset some of the expenses including obtaining $60,000 loan through the Canada Emergency
Business Account (CEBA) program (see financial statement note # 7 for repayment terms). As long as the loan is
repaid by December 31, 2022, $20,000 of the outstanding loan balance will be forgiven. Unicamp has set aside a GIC
of $40,000 to repay the outstanding loan balance by the due date.      

Some of the major fiscal management initiatives and accomplishments during 2020/2021 fiscal year were as
follows:

Recommendations going forward:
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With the 2021 season nearing its end, I'm once again filled with gratitude for the Unicamp
community! There are various groups within our organization – the Board members,
volunteers, seasonal campers, families of our Kid's Campers, campers who have been
attending for years, occasional campers arriving for the first time to attend programming,
and so on. It is easy to remain in these silos, but throughout this season I've seen all
collectively working to ensure our organization overcame the challenges of our second
Pandemic summer. At the heart of it all was our incredible staff team. There's not enough
space available to convey just how thankful I am to the staff team, but I'll try! Adrian, Anika,
Anneke, Arden, Aria, Ayla, Brenzel, Caroline, Claire, Connie, Cole, Deven, Eli, Galen, Hauwa,
Houd, Jenny, Joanna, John, Kate, Katie, Katy, Larkyn, Larry, Leila, Luc, Margo, Marlowe,
Merida, Micaela, Mori, Nicole, Nikita, Noah, Nora, Reese, Ronin, Sam, Sasha, Siebren, Skye,
Sydney, Terry, Vera, Xander, Xenya, and Zoe – THANK YOU!!!

One of our biggest accomplishments this year was running our overnight Kid's Camp and
Youth Programming (LIT/CIT, Junior Volunteer, and Jouth). With ample guidance from the
Ministry of Health and the Ontario Camp Association, we were able to run five weeks of
programming—all without a single case of Covid! Our Family Camp and Adult Programming
was reduced this year, but there were still valuable opportunities to grow and play at
Unicamp: Sunday services, Saturday dances, a campfire most nights, and music, writing, and
art retreats—amongst other programs. Thankfully, we were able to open up the Kitchen for
meal service through most of the summer—that made a big improvement over last year! Day
Passes and Overnight Camping became available as soon as Provincial Regulations allowed -
to date we’ve had more than 1019 Nights booked and 115 day passes purchased. For those
who are more visual, here’s a chart depicting the differences in income over the last couple of
years:
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You can see how we’re steadily bouncing back! The income figures were especially important
in order to access federal support (through the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy program),
which definitely aided in the success of this past year. We also received funding through the
Canada Summer Jobs program that covered 28 positions for Youth! Through the generosity
of individual donors and member congregations, we were able to provide Kid's Camperships
to all who applied—a total of eight campers! Our Adult Programming and BIPOC Campership
funds remained surprisingly underutilized; we will have to give further thought to
promotion and application of these funds.

In the hopes that next summer we won't need as much time to stay updated with the latest
Pandemic safety guidance, we are looking ahead at what can be improved for 2022. The
booking system, including meals and day passes, continues to lack the useability we're
seeking, so we'll be considering alternatives during the off-season. Our communication
strategy needs updating – with a stronger website, newsletter, brochure, and social media
presence, we can reach others who would benefit from Unicamp magic. Much discussion will
be needed as we hope to balance fair wages for all levels of staffing with adequate income
from programming and accommodations. Our Capital Improvement Budget for the next few
years will be prepared for approval, based on information gathered with our Property staff
this year and the 2020 Board’s Strategic Plan. Lastly, with ONCA (Ontario Nonprofit
Corporations Act) coming into force this Autumn, more work will be done at the ED and
Board level to ensure financial and organizational compliance.

There is still so so much work to do, to help Unicamp grow...but for now, let's celebrate. We
did it, y'all, and I can't wait to see what we can do next!

Yvette Salinas (She/Her)
Executive Director
Unicamp of Ontario
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More than 130 individual children and youth were able to participate in overnight camps
and leadership programs, giving them a chance to learn, grow, gather with their peers,
and just be kids
Winter development of plans and budgets for a variety of potential camp operating
models for summer 2021, allowed us to pivot at the last minute when overnight camps
were permitted to open with a budget, staff, and safety measures planned and in place
No camp closures or known cases of COVID-19 on site!
Successful participation in overnight camper and staff PCR testing through Sick Kids and
staff rapid testing program through the Dufferin County Business Association
Successfully coordinated vaccination and transportation for all staff who required and
requested doses during their contracts
Development of health and safety protocols for the pandemic and beyond that comply
with public health recommendations and Ontario Camping Association standards for
overnight camps 
Provided meaningful summer employment to 41 youth and young adults, funded in large
part through the Canada Summer Jobs grant
Received an overwhelming amount of positive feedback regarding dining hall meals (way
to go Hauwa and the kitchen team!)
Offered multi-generational camping, seasonal camping, modified programming, and
workshop/retreat space to individuals and families

My intention in putting together this report is to outline some successes, challenges, and
future goals arising as we look back upon summer operations in 2021. First though, I must
take a moment in this public setting to extend my most sincere thanks to everyone that
works so hard to keep Unicamp going. We are a place built with love (sometimes it feels as
though love, rainbows, and duct tape are all that’s holding us together) and we are a place
striving to be so many things all at once. We are an overnight camp, a workshop space, a
seasonal campground, a short term campground, a cottage and cabin rental facility, an event
rental property, a commercial kitchen/dining facility, a spiritual retreat, and perhaps most
importantly, a place people call home.

A place like this doesn’t just happen, it is what it is because people care about it. Even on a
day it seems all is calm and peaceful, there are folks behind the scenes taking on labour that
takes an incredible personal toll to keep things up and running. In the midst of this very
challenging year it is so important to take a moment to acknowledge this work. To the staff
this summer, thank you from the very bottom of my heart. To the board, volunteers, and all
of the community members who pitch in and help out, thank you so much, we couldn’t be
here without you.

Successes
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Staff capacity was challenged in the midst of the pandemic, many more staff than usual
had to leave early (9 out of 42 summer seasonal staff hires including some managers and
senior staff), leaving others to take on their workload as we struggled to fill the roles with
suitable individuals and seeing camp lose out on funded weeks through the CSJ program.
This led to a lot of workplace stress and saw some operational tasks unable to be
completed to our desired standards.
The necessary Covid-19 procedures, while vital, took away time and focus from other
admin and operational tasks
A hot and rainy early summer meant a lot of the painting and “sprucing up” of exteriors
that was planned could not be completed before kids camp while we had the staff on site
to do so (other projects were taken on instead)
Our current booking and registration systems continue to be undesirable and have cost
us many staff hours, potential revenue, and a lot of camper frustration throughout the
season. 
Rising costs of food, building materials, and all supplies means that money budgeted does
not stretch nearly as far as in previous years
Receiving funding from Canada Summer Jobs, while incredible, does create a wage
disparity between granted positions and those paid at lesser weekly rates by Unicamp.
This caused frustration amongst many staff members. 

Booking and registration system: working with the board to budget for a new system that
will be more user friendly and save many staff hours
Connectivity: addressing community requests and the administrative need for greater
internet infrastructure at camp and addressing the high rates and overage fees being paid
currently. LTE would require the installation of an 80 foot tower, there is fibre being
installed in the area in 2022 and we may be able to fundraise and work with our
neighbours to pay for lines to run down Prince of Wales Road. 
Programming: looking at expanding our out tripping and camping programs for kids,
teens, and young adults, offering more UU focused workshops such as a multi-
generational week of OWL programming, expanding our spring/fall shoulder season
usage with increased rentals and programming such as “Kids Camp for Grown Ups”,
continuing to work on living our values and principles by offering more social justice,
action, and anti-racism oriented programming
Property: Budgeting, staffing and supporting property initiatives that address our aging
infrastructure and increase accessibility
Staffing: Addressing staff capacity, supports, benefits, and wages to create greater staff
retention and a more desirable working environment

Challenges

 
Looking Forward
We are hoping to be able to shift focus in 2022 from pandemic response to continued
improvement of the following areas

 
Thank you for the privilege of serving this community as Director,

Jenny Thomas-Bojin, Camp Director 2021
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4 new campsites created 
Cutting and splitting wood 
Thinning pine trees in pine forest 
Widening road in pine forest 
Obtained and spread sand for both beaches 
Jacked up and leveled old admin building 
Repaired soffits on dorms and cottages …. more to be done 
Repaired snow damaged and rotting deck on Rosie's 
Built new dock at children's beach 
Installed a ramp and a roof for the back deck of the Program Centre 
Added sand to beaches trail 
Repaired rough and eroding sections of road descending into camp and cleared ditches 
Finished new garbage shed 
Had septic pipe out of Dave's power augered to remove tree roots plugging the line 
All 5 Septic tanks were inspected and pumped out 
Moved full outhouse over new hole in campground 
Replaced steep and rotting ramp to breezeway deck 
Jacked up and leveled breezeway deck 
New light installed over kitchen stove 
A new coffee area and wash sink was installed on the dining deck 
Major repairs were done to dish sterilizer and clothes washing machine 
Several Freezers were repaired or replaced
Great progress was made on the clearing of the fence line with Carl in the spring and summer, creating a
maintainable trail 
Power line was cleared and many problem trees were removed in the off season 
Sections of the cedar rail fence have been restored 
Major cleaning and organizing has improved the look and functionality of the maintenance area 
The major leak in the dam has been repaired and water levels restored for the winter 
Major repairs and servicing were done to the Zero turn mower and the Cub cadet tractor 
A new gas chain saw was purchased and another donated 

Renovation of Daves 
The renovation of Dave's is on the verg of completion thanks to the expert work and direction of Luc LePage.
The endless hours of work by Luc and Larry were supplemented by skilled and generous contributions of
the Seasonal and caring commnity. 
Special mention goes to Ed and Norah for their financial and consulting contributions to the project. 

General 
 It was a busy and productive year given the Staff cut backs and Covid restrictions. Larry, Siebren, Claire,
Connie and myself were aided by an army of staff and volunteers from the Seasonal Camp community. 
The ongoing jobs of mowing lawns, 
Weed whacking, trail and road clearing, plumbing and electrical repairs, tent and tarp installation, campsite
preparation and the Management of water quality take the majority of time but many projects are note
worthy

Repairs and Projects Completed 
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Replace non existent or destroyed gate at top of the road 
Finish clearing fence line 
Cut firewood for future years 
Repair Foundation of Rosie's 
Complete Dave's B 
Finish new Campsites for next year 
Install Steel roof over Program Centre back deck 
Build ten new picnic tables 
Improve access to Bob's beach 

More to do this year 

Staffing Concerns 
The maintenance of camps infrastructure is dependent on the continued volunteer work done by the
seasonals and visitors to camp as well as the staff. 

Seasonal volunteer work has been curtailed due to covid restrictions and the recent alienation of the
seasonal community by rate increases and policy objectives. 

During peak periods of camp use Senior staff have been willingly exercising full time duties while being
paid one to two days a week. This on the surface seems a good thing for camp but can create unrealistic
expectations of future holders of the positions. 

With this in mind I propose that the Camp Director and Property Manager be considered to be Full time
positions for at least 6 months a year. This can be achieved through Co-Directorship or job sharing if
that is the preference. 

Terry O'Sullivan
Unicamp Property Manager
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This year, the Nominating Committee consisted of: Lauren Renzetti, Winnie Larsen,
Michelle McComb and Aukje Byker. John Jordon was the board rep, but was only
involved at the beginning. Anne Bokma acted as consultant from last year’s Committee.

The current board members and their current positions are: Terri Marks (President),
Nicole Cormier (Vice President & Long Range Planning), Helen Iacovino (Secretary),
Tony Rapoport (Administration), Jeff Dickhout (Seasonal, Off-Season Rentals &
Governance) and Brendon Zhang (Program). All of these people were voted in at last
year’s AGM for their first year of a two year term although Nicole had already started
earlier in 2020 filling a vacancy. The following people are leaving after serving one
year: Jordan Fleguel (Communications and Publicity), John Jordan (Treasurer). Gregg
Carter (Property) left in the spring and was replaced by Ed Langevin who agreed to
step in just for the duration of the year. 

We would like to thank all those who have served for whatever length of time. And we
are especially appreciative all those who are continuing on as this is important for
continuity. 

In doing our search this year, we spoke to quite a few people including some past and
present board members, some staff and long time campers to get a better picture of
what was needed. One message that same through, was that we needed people who
could work collaboratively and who saw Unicamp for the community it is. We also heard
that at times some staff have felt frustrated when their input was not asked for or
heard. 

The following people have agreed to join the board this year: Jay Moore, Waterloo,
Sasha Karp, CFL, Mike Muller, Toronto First and Anika Rosen was chosen by youth as
the Youth Rep. We believe the 3 new people coming on, together represent a broad and
varied perspective. Between them they have the perspective of a long history of
Unicamp, a staff perspective and a seasonal and family perspective as well as having
many specific skills to contribute. We believe all of these people will make great
additions to the board. Please see their bio’s for more information.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
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Hello! My name is Anika Charlie Rosen. I use she/they pronouns. I’m eighteen and I’m
going into my second year at Trent University for sociology and English. You may
remember me from last year when I was the youth representative. As you may be able
to guess, I’d like to be again. 

Two months ago I stepped down for the summer to work at Unicamp. This was done in
accordance with the bylaw which states members of the board cannot work at camp and
be on the board simultaneously (it doesn’t say exactly those words, I’m paraphrasing). I
am hoping to be re-elected so that I can be a voice for the youth once more! I began
going to camp eight years ago so I could see my best friend who had moved away.
Since then, Unicamp has become a safe place where I’ve connected (and reconnected)
with a community that makes me feel at home. 

I’m hoping to continue to make Unicamp that special place where everyone feels heard
and seen. Three of my eight years at camp have been spent on staff, this has helped me
form connections with many kids campers and I hope to use that insight to give them a
voice when making decisions on the board.

Anika Rosen
YOUTH REPRESENTATIVE
SHE/THEY
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Jay Moore (he/him/his) came to Unicamp for the first time in 1970 with one of the early founders as a helper
to clear some brush. A swim in the pond was his reward. A few more weekend stays and work weekends
followed over the years.

In 1982, he brought his son to Unicamp who came for ten subsequent summers. During this time, in the late
eighties, Jay served as president of the board of Unicamp for two years.

In the past few years, since there has been a “Waterloo Week” established, Jay has attended for a week each
year with his wife, Kathie Keefe.

His connection to the Unitarian movement started in the late sixties with Unitarian mentors in Hamilton and,
later, through bringing his son to the Unitarian church there for a few years. He attended services during this
time and gained a more mature understanding of the movement. After he moved to Waterloo, he and Kathie
decided to join what is now Grand River Unitarian Congregation in 1995 and he has been an active
contributor ever since in the areas of music, audio-visual duties, multiple committees including board member
over two, separate terms and frequent attender of educational, personal development and social events.
    
Jay spent thirty years at Mohawk College in Hamilton until 2005. His first decade there was as a teacher in
adult retraining in programs designed to help unemployed adults upgrade their skills and return to work.
This entailed helping them upgrade their basic academic skills and improve their life skills. The second
decade was as the co-ordinator of the department responsible for these programs at the college and as a
Life Skills Coach Trainer in the Province of Ontario. He also created and co-developed the Life Skills Coach
Accreditation system for the provincial association. The third decade of his work at Mohawk College was as
an administrator at the associate dean level in the post-secondary programs area of the college.

Jay values Unicamp because he treasures the haven that it provides for the demonstration and affirmation
of our Unitarian Principles to children, adolescents, adults and aging seniors. He is 70 years old so he has
entered, officially, the aging seniors group (although he is making efforts to resist the urge to become
cranky). More than ever, he values the encouragement of free thought and upholding Humanist values and
he would like his energy to contribute to the healthy continuation of this very special place.

Jay Moore
FIRST UNITARIAN CONGREGATION OF WATERLOO
HE/HIM
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Unicamp is such a special place for all of us. The extent to which it is special is
beyond words because its specialness comes from the sense of connection,
community and love we all feel when we are there. 

I'm lucky to have been coming to camp since 2012. I've been a CIT, a member of
kitchen staff, a volunteer, a counselor many times over, and - some even allege -
a wizarding school headmaster (kids camp joke). My first memory working at
camp was washing cheese out of a grater during Thanksgiving of 2012.

I didn't know it when I was 16 but that first kitchen job at Unicamp would be the
first of my hospitality career. Since then I've earned a diploma in Hotel
Operations Management from George Brown College and a Bachelor of
Commerce in Hospitality Tourism Management from X University (formerly
Ryerson University). And have since gotten experience working in food and
beverage operations, hotel guest services, housekeeping, and currently in
accounting. 

On the board I hope to help accomplish camp's short-term goals with the future
in mind, to support my fellow board members and the Unicamp staff in
accomplishing these goals, and to ensure that camp survives and thrives well into
the next 50 years.

There's a lot of work to be done and I'm incredibly excited to get started.

Sasha Karp
CHURCH OF THE LARGER FELLOWSHIP
HE/HIM
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I have been part of the unique experience that is Unicamp for the last seven years,
[technically a “visiting seasonal camper”] at site 28 where my daughter’s family stays. 

My academic training includes degrees in architecture and land use planning and a
certificate in adult education. During my career, I worked in architect’s offices on
residential, commercial and industrial buildings where I prepared design drawings and
details, managed the tendering of projects with contractors and administered the
construction documents on site. I also worked in health care physical planning where I
coordinated the design and construction of hospital units, managed staff and prepared
capital budget documents for submission to the Ministry of Health. The latter part of my
career was in sharing my knowledge and experience as a professor in architectural
technology at Sheridan College. 

After retiring, I was asked to be part of the Redevelopment Committee at Michael Garron
Hospital on their $400m project. Having been a member of the Board at Senior Peoples’
Resources in North Toronto [SPRINT] in the mid-1980s, I volunteered and was asked to
join in 2019. They provided board and committee training online. 

My goal for Unicamp is to ensure the viability and long-term sustainability of the site as a
children’s camp and other ancillary uses such as workshops, conferences and seasonal
camping.

W. Michael Müller
FIRST UNITARIAN CONGREGATION OF TORONTO
HE/HIM
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What does it mean to “accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions?”
What human and financial resources need to be devoted to this?
How do you envision your community when it is successfully engaged in dismantling
oppressions?

Q1 Padlet: What does it mean for you and for your congregation/ community to
"accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions in ourselves and our institutions?"
Q2 Padlet: What are some concerns about adopting an 8th Principle?
Q3 Padlet: How do you envision your congregation/community when it is successfully
engaged in dismantling oppressions?

“What is at stake is the heart and soul of Unitarian Universalism. We are a people of faith, a faith
that demands of us reflection, determination, and yes, a commitment to justice. Centering the
voices of the marginalized will be part of becoming whole as a faith and as a people.”

-Aisha Hauser, accepting the Angus H. MacLean Award, 2018

Unicamp’s programs and activities are designed to grow awareness and practice of our UU
values in which our camp is rooted. Without a creed, our UU Faith is navigated by the 7
Principles, prominently displayed throughout the Unicamp grounds. This year, we consider
whether these Principles need to be updated. The 8th Principle, to be reviewed and
potentially voted on at a Canadian Unitarian Council special meeting in November, reads:
“Individual and communal action that accountably dismantles racism and other oppressions in
ourselves and our institutions.” 

If the CUC approves this Principle, it will apply to Unicamp. However, Unicamp does not
have the privilege of sending voting delegates to this meeting. Therefore, we ask our
community members to consider the following, for an informal discussion taking place after
the AGM:

The Canadian Unitarian Council have set up these opportunities for individuals to share
thoughts on these Padlets (click on the bottom right + sign to add a comment):

From the CUC: The proposed 8th Principle was originally posited by Paula Cole Jones and
Bruce Pollack-Johnson to the Unitarian Universalist Association when Paula realized that a
person can believe they are being a “good UU” and following the 7 Principles without
thinking about or dealing with racism and other oppressions at the systemic level. The 8th
Principle came from a growing awareness that UUs need renewed commitment to this
work, to hold ourselves accountable, and to fulfill the potential of our existing principles.  

THE 8TH PRINCIPLE
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When the Dismantling Racism Study Group presented their final report in May 2021, their
findings state that “there is a gap between who we say we are (our UU principles and
aspirations) and the existence of racism within our congregations and communities. While
Unitarian Universalists aspire to affirm and promote ‘the inherent worth and dignity of
every person’ and 'justice, equity and compassion in human relations', it is clear that this is
not the lived experience for everyone who enters our doors. It is also clear that there is a
direct correlation between our moderate commitment to racial justice work and the
troubling lack of change actually happening in our congregations.

“Working towards eliminating this gap is key to being ‘radically inclusive, striving to create
hospitable, diverse, multi-generational communities’ and ‘acceptance of one another and
spiritual growth in our congregations’. Anti-racism work is spiritual work. If our
congregations are to be vibrant, relevant, and a force for social justice, we must face and
address racism while also understanding that many global challenges exist at the
intersection of racism, climate change, economic inequities, and other oppressions. To do
the work of dismantling racism and undoing white settler culture in our midst, we must
forge relationships with BIPOC, those already in our congregations and those in the wider
community. And we must actively develop, support and implement anti-racist policies that
dismantle systemic racism locally and globally.”

Notes from our Unicamp discussion of the 8th Principle will be shared with the CUC Board.
Alternatively, you may send your thoughts for inclusion to
exec.director@unicampofontario.ca

THE 8TH PRINCIPLE


